
Spatial variability of stirring and 
mixing in the ocean

• coefficients of eddy diffusivity in the ocean 
exhibit great spatial variability

• very different K values are used to tune 
different models

• how does K vary spatially in the ocean?
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(a) Transfer coefiients for motion of small amplitude 

If an initial flow U (y, z) is perturbed by an amplifying eddy for which 

v = Real {exp ih ( x  - ct) F (y, z ) }  

the linearized right-hand side of Eq. (13) may be integrated to give : 

x = xg + Ut + 0 ( v )  

d 
- Ay = Real {exp ih (x,, + (U - c)  t )  F (y, z ) }  + 0 (v') 

exp ih (xo  + (U - c) t) + 0 (v') 

d t  } } * (14) 

hence 

and 

where Real denotes the real part of the complex expression. Multiplying this expression 
for Ay with v and averaging over x we get : 

Ay = Real {ih (:-- c) 

* (15) 
K,, = sz = _ _ _ -  "'' + 0 (u3) where c = c,, + ic, 

2h IU - cp 

Notice that Kvu as given by Eq. (15) is proportional to c1 (so to the amplification rate) and 
is positive everywhere. Typically the variation of IU - cI2 dominates over that of 1vI2 
in the vertical and gives a pronounced maximum to Kvy close to the steering level, as 
illustrated in Fig. 8 (a). 

The horizontal variation depends mainly on that of the eddy kinetic energy IvI' which, 
as illustrated in Fig. 1,  decreases substantially away from the baroclinic zone, but also 
upon that of IU - cI2, showing a steering-level effect. The net result of these two effects 
is to make K,, relatively constant over a range of middle latitudes but decreasing to 
become small away from the latitude at which the steering level comes down to the surface. 
A similar argument applies to Kwt, but the algebraic expressions for the two cross- 
coefficients are complicated and involve the solution to the stability problem through the 
relation of v to Az and w to Ay. The expressions are long and not immediately informative 

(a) horizontal transfer (b) vertical transfer (C) slope of particle paths 

Figure 8. Variation of transfer coefficients with height - constant shear, y = 1, calculated from the 
perturbation solution of Fig. 5 (b). 

(a) coefficients for poleward transfer in arbitrary units; Note : pa 3' = - po Ku, @/hy - po B Kuz 

(b) coefficients for vertical transfer in arbitrary units; Note : po Gjz = - po K,, 3$//3y - po B K ,  

(c) slope of u-weighted, and w-weighted particle paths, showing the close approach to Eady's optimum 
slope in the troposphere : c is the (constant) slope of isentropic surfaces in the 'troposphere ' 
O < z < H .  
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Linear theory of mixing (Green 1970)
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Abernathey et al. 
(2009)

Effective Diffusivity in the ACC
(isopycnal & streamwise averaged 
from the SOSE state estimate)

! critical layer enhancement of 
mixing occurs in the ACC
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